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CRAWFORD’S LOGGING

Environmental Division Restructure:
Ohio’s Dependable Dealer

CUSTOMER-SERVICE EXCELLENCE
DRIVES DIVISIONAL CHANGE
EAST
WEST

To provide the most efficient customer service to
customers, the Environmental Division has divided the
sales territory into two regions, East and West. Each
region will be serviced by a three-person sales and
product support team.

“These six guys all come
with unique skillsets and
they understand both forestry
and aggregate equipment.
They are dedicated to the
division’s nine brands.”
Mark DiSalvo, Environmental Division Manager
Columbus Equipment Company

The team covering the East region is Bob Stewart
(440.752.0836), sales representative, with Joel Werly
(216.308.6353) and Garrett Bailey (513.910.3869),
product specialists.
The West region team is Jesse Garber
(937.239.7180), sales representative, with Aaron
Dunham (513.678.2430), product specialist manager,
and Joshua Lovett (614.980.1466), product specialist.
“With this regional focus, the sales and product support
people are living in the region, developing relationships
so they can best support customers,” said Mark DiSalvo,

Environmental Division manager. Previously, teams
focused on wood or aggregate products, but with the
significant size of the territory, a regional approach allows
team members to devote more time to customers.
Garrett Bailey and Joel Werly are new to the
Environmental team, and with their backgrounds and
geographic locations, the regional approach made sense,
DiSalvo added. “The hardest thing in any business is
finding the right people with the right skillsets and to
put them in the right places. These six guys all come
with unique skillsets and they understand both forestry
and aggregate equipment. They are dedicated to the
division’s nine brands.”
Along with six sales and support people in the
field every day, the division has a dedicated shop
in Columbus with four technicians directed by Tim
Maharg (614.448.6051), service manager. Mike
Bernhard (614.437.0314) has joined the Environmental
Division team at headquarters in Columbus to handle
several roles, including rental and demo coordination,
service administration and product support.
Columbus Equipment Company’s mainline sales
team works in concert with the Environmental Division
and will refer any customers with specialized needs to
the correct Environmental Division team member.
Morbark recently validated the company’s customercentric focus by naming Columbus Equipment Company
a Gold Tier Dealer in recognition of the Environmental
Division’s commitment to customer support, as well as
its sales volume.
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Rotobec’s New Evolution 960D Log Loader
Ohio’s Dependable Dealer

HITS ALL THE TOP-NOTCH
LOADER BUTTONS

Rotobec's Regional Sales Manager Howard Lines (left) and Director of Sales Marc Baillargion take a break from helping introduce the company's
Evolution 960D Log Loader—the heaviest log loader in the industry—to interested customers at The Paul Bunyan Show in Cambridge, Ohio.

The new Rotobec Evolution 960D log loader is a
heavy-duty, long-reach loader designed to increase
efficiency on your jobsite.
“We had customers coming from as far away as
Indiana to see this machine when we introduced it at

The 960D offers 5 to 9 feet
of additional reach with its
standard 32-foot boom, so
there’s less need to move the
loader around the jobsite.
The Paul Bunyan Show,” noted Jesse Garber, sales representative for the Environmental Division. Several customers
have already asked to demo the machine.
The Evolution 960D is a heavy-duty alternative to the
Rotobec Optimax 950 for users who need increased lift
at a distance. The 960D offers 5 to 9 feet of additional
reach with its standard 32-foot boom, so there’s less need
to move the loader around the jobsite, increasing efficiency.
Columbus Equipment Company mounts the unit on a
trailer, providing mobility when you need it.

This machine is built for durability. Despite its compact
size, the 960D is the heaviest log loader in the industry.
The subframe is the most rigid of any competing models,
and the heavy-duty boom uses oversized pins to ensure
a long service life. The 55-inch slewing ring is also the
largest in the industry.
Every aspect of the log loader makes maintenance
easy. For example, the front steps swing open so you
can reach the gear box to check oil levels. Access to
the 173-hp Cummins engine is behind a panel door,
and the 120-gallon fuel tank is under the cab where it’s
easy to reach.
The operator’s cab is the widest, longest and tallest
in the industry, and it’ll keep operators comfortable
during long days in the field, even in extreme weather.
The front windshield is made of Lexan with no mesh
to obstruct the operator’s view, increasing productivity
and safety on the jobsite.
If you want a dependable, high-efficiency log loader,
contact your Environmental Division sales rep about
the new Rotobec Evolution 960D today!
For additional video coverage of the Rotobec 960D Log
Loader, visit columbusequipment.com/news/videos.
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Crawford’s Logging:

Visit columbusequipment.com/news/videos
for more on Adrian Crawford's 931XC experience.

SPECIALIZED KOMATSU FOREST
EQUIPMENT, UNIQUE CAPABILITIES

Adrian Crawford methodically works 62 acres of yellow pine, producing paper wood for the Glatfelter Mill in Chillicothe, Ohio. The
Komatsu 931XC Harvester processes 80-foot pine into 20-foot, cut-to-length timber in 8-10 seconds.

When you spend your workday in a machine on a
steep slope, it’s hard to beat a self-leveling cab. Take
it from Adrian Crawford, owner of Crawford’s Logging,
who spends his days harvesting trees in a Komatsu
Forest 931XC Harvester.

Crawford’s company cuts plantation timber for
Glatfelter in Chillicothe, harvesting from 900 to 1,200
tons of timber a week. He fells the trees, then delimbs
and cuts them to length—usually in 20-foot sections—
all within 8-10 seconds. He then uses the forwarder to
stack the timber for easy pickup.

“The 931 fuel system is
much more fuel efficient.
It uses 20 to 25 percent less
fuel than the old machine.
Production speed is similar, and
there’s far less down time.”
Adrian Crawford; Owner, Crawford’s Logging

“The self-leveling cab makes things so much more comfortable for the operator. It’s pretty phenomenal. We’ve
worked on 35- to 40-degree slopes with no issues, and I’ve
heard of people using it on even steeper slopes,” he said.
“The 931 is a super stable machine and very agile.”
Crawford purchased the 931XC and a Komatsu Forest
875 Forwarder from Columbus Equipment Company in the
spring. Previously he used Ponsse equipment, but he decided
to switch brands for better service and dealer proximity.

The cab has other impressive features beyond being
self-leveling. It turns 360 degrees and keeps the operator
facing the crane at all times. “It’s a unique feature and
it lets you pinpoint your accuracy as far as tree felling,”
Crawford said. The cab’s interior is quiet, comfortable,
and offers excellent visibility.
The 931’s three-pump system provides the market’s
largest total hydraulic capacity, allowing you to per-
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Pictured outside Vinton, Ohio, the Komatsu 931XC processes 200 tons of plantation pine per day. Crawford lists “the turning and
self-levelling cab, fabulous stability, excellent traction and phenomenal fuel economy” as favorite features.

form several crane and head functions at the same
time. Crawford’s Ponsse also had a three-pump system,
“but the engine ran at a higher rpm so it used more
fuel. The 931 fuel system is much more fuel efficient,”
he noted. “It uses 20 to 25 percent less fuel than the old
machine. Production speed is similar, and there’s far less
down time.”
Crawford chose a Komatsu Forest C144 Harvester
Head and “it seems to be bulletproof,” he added. “It’s
super quick, it gets around crooked wood and it’s

Columbus Equipment Company, although he was aware
of the company’s reputation for exceptional customer
service. He has already experienced that service, when
he had a problem with the drive transmission in the
forwarder. “Columbus Equipment got right on it. They

“Columbus Equipment
worked through a thunderstorm
and went out of their way
to be sure we were going
the very next day.”
Adrian Crawford; Owner, Crawford’s Logging

good for heavy delimbing. The feed speed is very fast.”
Crawford finds the computer interface on this machine is
easy to use, making it simple to change setting lengths.
The 875 Forwarder has also surpassed his expectations.
“The traction and ability on steep slopes is amazing, and
it has a very good load capacity. It is an all-around good
machine in terms of the loads it will hold.”
Daily maintenance on the equipment is simple, with
all the service points at ground level. “It’s super easy to
grease and clean debris,” Crawford said.
These machines were Crawford’s first purchase from

worked through a thunderstorm and had us up and
going. They went out of their way to be sure we were
going the very next day. That’s treatment I didn’t get
before with other people.”
Crawford says his cut-to-length operation is unique in
Ohio, where he owns the only cut-to-length harvester and
one of only two forwarders in use in the state. Once he
approached Columbus Equipment Company about the
kind of equipment he was looking for, “they moved pretty
quickly,” he said. “Props to Columbus Equipment and
Komatsu Forest for staying ahead of the equipment curve.”
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New and Previously-Owned, Late-Model

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE AND RENT

McCloskey J45 Jaw Crusher

CAT 553 Feller Buncher

Eagle 30x50
Electric Stacker

$340,000

$50,000

$24,900

$525,000

2016 Peterson Pacific
4710B Mobile
Wood Grinder

2015 Morbark
30/36 NCL Track
Mobile Wood Chipper

2017 Terex
TDS 820 Shredder

2014 Komptech
Cribus 2800

Approx. 500 hrs., Volvo D11 Tier 4F,
360 HP, Overband Magnet, Manual Variable
Speed, Hopper Extension, Longer Pan
Feeder, Wireless Remote Control, Dust
Covers-Spray Bars

36" Diameter Advantage 3 Drum (6) Knife
320L, Cat Undercarriage, Cat C18 Tier IV
Final (600 HP)

2016 Morbark 3800XL

Cat C18 Tier II (765 HP), PT Tech HPTO14FX
Hyd Clutch, 32" x 60-3/8" Hamermill
Magnetized End Pulley, Hyd Rod Puller

Scania 440 HP HAAS 2000XL
Twin Shaft, 9/9-4 Configuration

SN: 27018, approx. 605 hrs.,
Wheeled Trommel with Multiple Drums

$489,000

$395,000

$545,000

$115,000

2014 McCloskey
516RE Trommel

2018 Terex PH2100
Screening System
Cat C4.4 Teir 4 Final (173 HP),
60, 500 LBS. 6'4" x 21'2" Drum

2018 McCloskey 36x80
Material Mover

Cat Tier 4 Final C2.2 (49 HP), Hyd Axle
Jacks Hyd Landing Gear, Hopper, Wing
Plates, Martin Scraper, Road Towable,
3 Ply Plain Belt Standard Feedboot

2015 Komatsu XT
445L Feller Buncher

$170,000

CALL FOR PRICE

$85,000

$320,000

625 hrs.

w/Quadco 22SC, 3,800 hrs.

Call Mark DiSalvo at (937) 424-7678, or your local Columbus Equipment
representative, for complete listing information today!
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ENVIRONMENTAL DIVISION

Regional Commitment

2323 Performance Way
Columbus, OH 43207
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Columbus Equipment Company offers three variations of Morbark's popular Alpha
Inserts: Alpha 1 (Good), Alpha 2 (Better), and Alpha 3 (Best)—each offering a different
level of carbide saturation. Alpha Inserts are best for primary and regrind, green waste,
forestry residue, scrap wood, C&D waste, municipal solid waste, and industrial recycling.

To learn how you can best put Alpha Inserts to work for you, contact us today!
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